Aristocrat and VGT Bring Powerful Innovations to G2E 2016
New Cabinets, Games, Systems Products for Class II and Class III on Display in Booth #1141
LAS VEGAS (September 14, 2016) – At G2E 2016, Aristocrat and VGT will showcase the power of connection as
the companies bring powerful innovations to booth #1141 with a new mix of cabinets, games and system
solutions that address customer business needs in Class II and Class III jurisdictions. Aristocrat and VGT’s deep
and broad portfolio is designed to help customers serve their patrons even better with a connected gaming
perspective that strengthens operator-patron interaction.
Watch “The Power of Connection” video here: https://vimeo.com/182162863/c6144f37f3
“Our combined offerings from Aristocrat and VGT present the most diverse product portfolio in gaming, one
that has the content, comparability and configurability to appeal to every type of casino player,” said Aristocrat
Chief Commercial Officer Maureen Sweeny.
The innovation begins with three new cabinets, including a new stepper line. Aristocrat’s new Class III games
include thrilling new titles Tim McGraw™, Sharknado™, My Cousin Vinny™, Dragon Link™, Wonder 4™ Wonder
Wheel™, Quick Fire™ Flaming Jackpots and Spin It Grand™.
VGT will showcase a new platform, Ovation™, that brings player-favorite Aristocrat content to the Class II space,
combining market-proven brands with field-proven math models and comes to market with seven strong titles
and a roadmap to expand the library.
In systems solutions, Aristocrat’s Oasis 360™ Brand Connectivity Suite can help operators increase customer
interaction with a range of integrated solutions that arm the enterprise with tools, empowering them to use
marketing budgets most effectively – giving them layers of marketing programs so they have options as varied
as their patrons.
Join Aristocrat online:
Visit Aristocrat’s website
Like Aristocrat on Facebook
Join Aristocrat on Twitter
Discover Aristocrat games on YouTube
About Aristocrat
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat-us.com.
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